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Tensor representation of the nuleon-nuleon amplitude
R. Crespo and A.M. Moro
Departamento de Físia, Instituto Superior Ténio, Av. Roviso Pais, 1049-001, Lisboa, Portugal
(Dated: Otober 26, 2018)
Many approahes to nuleon-nuleus elasti and inelasti sattering are based on the use of the
free-spae nuleon-nuleon transition amplitude. In alulations where the full spin-dependene of
this amplitude is needed, its use is more tratable when it is expressed in terms of irreduible tensor
operators of the spins of the interating nuleons. We present general formulae for this representation
whih is partiularly useful for inelasti sattering studies involving spin-ip transitions of a target
nuleon.
PACS numbers: PACS atagories: 24.10.i, 24.10.Ht, 24.70.+s, 25.40.Cm
I. INTRODUCTION
The free nuleon-nuleon (NN) transition amplitude,
both on- and o- the energy shell [1, 2℄ is a basi dy-
namial input o ab initio multiple sattering satter-
ing formalisms either within a many-body [3, 4℄ or few-
body [5℄ framework. These formalisms have been applied
with suess to desribe elasti and inelasti sattering
from stable [6℄(and referenes therein) and unstable nu-
lei [7, 8℄. The spin and isospin dependent amplitudes of
the transition amplitude an be alulated readily from
realisti NN interation models, suh as the Paris [9℄ and
Bonn [10℄ interations. It was shown [2℄ that the o-
shell behaviour of the NN transition amplitude is very
stable against the underlying NN interation. In addi-
tion, the on- shell values must reprodue the available
experimental NN data. Thus, the dynamial NN input
of the multiple sattering expansions is very well dened
at least on- the energy shell.
Traditionally, the NN transition amplitude has been
presented using the Wolfenstein parametrization [11℄.
This representation involves six amplitudes A, . . .F , be-
ing the oeients of spin operators whih are salar
produts of the Pauli spin vetors ~σi for the projetile
and struk nuleons with a set of unit vetors dened by
the sattering plane of the nuleon pair. This representa-
tion is not onvenient in ases, suh as arise for example
in inelasti sattering, where one needs to aount fully
for the the spin dependene of the NN interation [12℄.
A more tratable representation for treating this spin de-
pendene is presented here.
II. FORMALISM
Assuming that we use plane wave states, normalized
suh that
〈~r |~k〉 = (2π)− 32 exp(i~k · ~r ) , (1)
then the free NN sattering amplitude M(ω, ~K′, ~K), de-
sribing sattering from two-nuleon states with relative
momenta
~K and ~K′ for relative energy ω in their entre
of mass (m) frame, is related to the anti-symmetrised
transition matrix elements by
M(ω, ~K′, ~K) = 〈~K′|M(ω)|~K〉 = −4π
2µ
h¯2
〈~K′|tf01(ω)|~K〉 ,(2)
where µ the NN redued mass. These amplitudes are
operators in both the NN spin and isospin spaes.
The Wolfenstein deomposition of the NN amplitude
for the sattering of an inident (0) and struk (1) nu-
leon has been used extensively. It writes the most gen-
eral form of the amplitude, onsistent with time-reversal,
parity, and rotational invariane, as
M(ω, ~K′, ~K) = A+ B(~σ0 · nˆ)(~σ1 · nˆ) + C(~σ0 + ~σ1) · nˆ
+ D(~σ0 · mˆ)(~σ1 · mˆ) + E(~σ0 · ℓˆ )(~σ1 · ℓˆ )
+ F [(~σ0 · ℓˆ )(~σ1 · mˆ) + (~σ1 · mˆ)(~σ0 · ℓˆ )](3)
where the orthogonal set of unit vetors nˆ = (~K ×
~K′)/|~K × ~K′|, ℓˆ = (~K′ + ~K)/|~K′ + ~K|, and mˆ = ℓˆ × nˆ
are dened by the NN sattering plane [11℄. The oe-
ient amplitudes A, . . .F an also be expressed as om-
plex funtions of ω, the momentum transfer ~q = (~K′− ~K)
and the total momentum
~Q = (~K′+ ~K)/2 of the NN pair
in their m frame. They remain operators in isotopi spin
spae, so for instane
A(ω, ~q, ~Q) = A0 +Aτ (~τ0 · ~τ1)
= AT=0P0 +AT=1P1 , (4)
where the ~τi are the isospin Pauli operators for the two
nuleons and the PT are projetors for the stated total
isospin states. In this equation, A0 and Aτ represent the
isosalar and isovetor omponenents of A in the isospin
spae.
The A · · ·F amplitudes an be derived on- and o- the
energy shell [1, 2, 6℄ from a realisti NN interation suh
as for example the Paris [9℄ and Bonn [10℄ interations.
Equivalently, the NN sattering amplitude an be rep-
resented in terms of entral, spin-orbit and tensor ompo-
nents. The work of FraneyLove (FL) [13℄ makes use of
2this representation, where the form fators of the ompo-
nents are non loal, with a diret and an exhange term
and given in terms of sums of Yukawa forms, the ranges
and strenght of eah term being determined by tting
the on-shell NN sattering data. The FL transition am-
plitude is usually referred as a pseudo-T-matrix sine it
is not onstruted from a potential model and violates
unitarity badly [14℄.
In the example of nuleon elasti sattering on a spin-
zero target only the entral, A, and spin-orbit, C, om-
ponents ontribute to the rst order term of the multi-
ple sattering expansion of the optial potential [3, 4℄.
Seond and higher order terms, however, involve ontri-
butions from all omponents [6℄. Of ourse, for elasti
sattering from a non spin-zero nuleus, or for inelas-
ti sattering involving spin-ip transitions of a struk
nuleon in the target, a full treatment of the sattering
amplitude needs to be onsidered. In these appliations,
approximate treatments need to be performed to handle
the orthogonal set of unit vetors, n = (~k × ~k′)/|~k × ~k′|,
ℓ = (~k′ + ~k)/|~k′ + ~k|, and m = ℓ× n [6, 16℄.
In elasti sattering proesses involving a more general
target, and in inelasti sattering, in whih the full spin
dependene of the interating nuleons enters, the NN
amplitudes are more onveniently onstruted suh that
〈~K′|M |~K〉 =
∑
aα bβ
M
(ab)
αβ (
~K′, ~K)τaα(s0)τbβ(s1) , (5)
where τaα(s0) is the irreduible tensor operator for the
projetile partile (0) with spin s0 (a = 0, . . . 2s0); τbβ(s1)
is the irreduible tensor operator for the struk partile
(1) with spin s1 (b = 0, . . . 2s1). Expliitly, sine s0 =
s1 = 12 ,
τ00( 12 ) = 1 , τ1β(
1
2
) = σβ(1) , (6)
with σβ(1) the spherial omponents of ~σ1 with respet
to the hosen z-axis. It is understood that the M
(ab)
αβ de-
pend on the isospin of the two nuleons. The amplitudes
relevant to the pp, pn, and nn ases are obtained from
the isospin singlet (T = 0) and triplet (T = 1) ampli-
tudes. The expliit dependene of the M and M
(ab)
αβ on
ω and T will not be shown in the following.
We rst deompose the NN amplitude of Eq. (2) into
spin singlet (S = 0) and triplet (S = 1) omponents,
MSν′ν , where ν and ν
′
refer to the inident and nal state
spin projetions in state S
〈~K′|M |~K〉 =
∑
Sνν′
MSν′ν(
~K′, ~K)|Sν′〉〈Sν| . (7)
TheseMSν′ν = 〈~K′Sν′|M |~KSν〉 are in any ase alulated
during the onstrution of the NN amplitudes from the
partial wave transition amplitudesMJSL′L(K′,K), e.g. Ap-
pendix C of [6℄. We adopt the onvention that
〈~K′|M |~K〉 = 2
π
∑
JLL′SM
iL−L
′YM(L′S)J(Kˆ′)MJSL′L(K′,K)
× YM †(LS)J(Kˆ) , (8)
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FIG. 1: Real and Imaginary part of the Isoesalar ompo-
nents of M
00
00 and M
01
11 , at ELab= 135 MeV, as a funtion of
the total momentum Q, with q = 1 fm−1.
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FIG. 2: Real part of the Isoesalar omponents at ELab=
135 MeV
where YM(LS)J is a spin-angle funtion
YM(LS)J(Kˆ′) =
∑
Λν
(LΛSν|JM)YLΛ(Kˆ′)XSν , (9)
and YLΛ and XSν are spherial harmonis [15℄ and total
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FIG. 3: Imaginary part of the Isoesalar omponents at
ELab= 135 MeV
spinors of the NN pair. Expliitly therefore
MSν′ν(
~K′, ~K) = 2
π
∑
JMLL′ΛΛ′
iL−L
′
(L′Λ′Sν′|JM)
× (LΛSν|JM)YL′Λ′(Kˆ′)Y ∗LΛ(Kˆ)
× MJSL′L(K′,K). (10)
The partial wave sums are, of ourse, over values whih
satisfy the Pauli priniple requirement, L+ S + T=odd.
It is now onvenient to reexpress the spin-spae proje-
tor in terms of irreduible tensor operators in the spae
of spin S [17℄,
τκq(S) =
∑
νν′
κˆ(Sνκq|Sν′)|Sν′〉〈Sν| , (11)
where 0 ≤ κ ≤ 2S, and κˆ = √2κ+ 1 whih satisfy
τ†κq(S) = (−)qτκ−q(S), and so the spin tensor deom-
position of the amplitude is
〈~K′|M |~K〉 =
∑
Skq
MSκq(~K′, ~K)τ†κq(S) (12)
where
MSκq(~K′, ~K) =
κˆ
Sˆ2
∑
νν′
MSν′ν(~K′, ~K)(Sν′κq|Sν) . (13)
It just remains to deompose the spin tensors for spin
S in terms of those, τbβ(si) (i = 0, 1), of the inident (0)
and struk (1) nuleons, as
τκq(S) =
∑
ab
Sˆ3aˆbˆ
sˆ0sˆ1


s0 s1 S
s0 s1 S
a b κ


×
∑
αβ
(aαbβ|κq)τaα(s0)τbβ(s1) . (14)
This, an be rewritten as
τκq(S) =
∑
ab
Sˆ3aˆbˆ
sˆ0sˆ1


s0 s1 S
s0 s1 S
a b κ

Tκq(a, b) , (15)
where we have dened the new tensor operators
Tκq(a, b) =
∑
αβ
(aαbβ|κq)τaα(s0)τbβ(s1) . (16)
In terms of these,
〈~K′|M |~K〉 =
∑
κq ab
M (ab)κq (
~K′, ~K)T †κq(a, b) , (17)
where (a, b) refer to the ranks of the nuleon spin tensors,
and
M (ab)κq (
~K′, ~K) =
∑
S
MSκq(
~K′, ~K)NSκ (ab) (18)
with
NSκ (ab) =
Sˆ3aˆbˆ
sˆ0sˆ1


s0 s1 S
s0 s1 S
a b κ

 . (19)
The amplitudes M
(ab)
κq an be expressed in terms of the
transfered momentum q, total momentum Q, and the an-
gle φ between these two vetors, that is,M
(ab)
κq (ω, q,Q, φ).
On- the energy shell, φ = π/2 and q2/4 +Q2 = 2µω/h¯2.
For heking purposes, we note that M
(00)
00 = A, and
M
(01)
11 = M
(10)
11 = −iC/
√
2.
We need to onsider the non-vanishing amplitudes
M
(00)
00 , M
(01)
11 = M
(10)
11 , M
(11)
00 , M
(11)
20 , M
(11)
21 , and M
(11)
22 .
The amplitudes also satisfy M
(ab)
κ−q = (−1)κ+qM (ab)κq . All
terms with a = b = κ = 1 are seen to be zero as
a result the vanishing of the 9-j oeient. As a re-
sult of this geometri oeient, the tensor Tκq satises
T +κq = (−1)qTκ−q.
III. RESULTS
For illustrative purposes, we show in here the alu-
lated o- shell amplitudes, M
(ab)
κq , at Elab=135 MeV,
making use of the Paris potential [9℄. We use NNAMP
[18℄ whih alulates all the Wolfenstein and tensor rep-
resentation amplitudes on- and o- the energy shell. The
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FIG. 4: Real part of the Isovetor omponents at ELab= 135
MeV
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FIG. 5: Imaginary part of the Isovetor omponents at
ELab= 135 MeV
tensor amplitudes, M
(ab)
κq , are evaluated from the angular
momentum amplitudes, MJSL′L, following the proedure
desribed in the text. These angular momentum ampli-
tudes are obtained as in the work of [1, 19℄. For this
partiular example, we have used a maximum number of
six partial waves.
We have veried that the tensor amplitudes do not
vary strongly with energy and with the angle φ. From
all the amplitudes, only M0011 (and thus the Wolfenstein
amplitude C) represented in Fig. 1, shows a slight depen-
dene on φ, the other amplitudes remaining fairly inde-
pendent on this parameter. In this gure, the alulated
amplitudes are evaluated at q = 1 fm
−1
, the solid and
the dashed lines orresponding to φ = π/2 and φ = π/4
respetively. The arrow indiates the on- shell value.
In Figs. 2 and 3, we represent the real and imaginary
parts of the isoesalar omponents in the isospin spae.
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we show the orresponding isovetor
omponents.
The amplitudes are represented as a funtion of the
transfered momentum q and the total momentumQ. The
angle φ between these two vetors taken to its on- shell
value, φ = π/2. The axis of quantization is hosen in the
diretion of the inident beam. The urve represented in
eah 3D plot represents the orresponding on- shell value.
It follows from the gures that eet of the nonloali-
ties for the rank 0 omponents of the tensor representa-
tion, M
(00)
00 and M
11
(00), might be signiant when used in
multiple sattering frameworks. The amplitudes in other
referene systems, an be readily obtained from these,
through rotation.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have desribed a onvenient general
method to express the NN transition amplitude as a lin-
ear ombination for the spherial omponents of the spin
operators of the two interating partiles. This is a more
treatable representation to be used in multiple sattering
formalisms whih required a full treatment of the spin of
the NN transition amplitude.
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